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Protecting crossings
with ETCS Level 2

: Given the number of level crossings in
, the country, their relationship to the
: signalling system is a major concern.
: To inform our strateg'y, we have

: looked closely at the methods adopted
. for the Signailing Programme in Den-
, mark (RG L0.77 p49), which is the

largest comparable national roll-out
, of ETCS LeveI 2 using the Baseline 3

specifications. This found that the most
, significant factor affecting road closure
. times was not the t¡,pe of signalling
i used but the underþing principles for
: activating a level crossing for the pas-
: sage ofa train.

, A new challenge for signalling engi- , : t:11¡;¡'¡-¡¡i1 ur;.rltti:tr.¡ 'i:itti;::;

neers comes with the implementation Reducing the variation in road clo-
r of the European Rail Tiaffic Manage- ; sure times is an important objective,
I ment System, and in particular how the I not only to minimise the economic

operation oflevel c¡ossings is integrated : impact of unnecessarily delaying road
v/ith ETCS LeveI2 Baseline 3. ¡ or rail traffic, but also because there are

A project team in the Nethedands is r indications that large variations in clo-
currentþ developing specifications for ; sure times increase the risks caused by
the planned national roll-out of Enrus. r impatient road users. If the variance in

The roll-outs of ETCS Level 2 in the Netherlands and Denmark are
taking different approaches to the activation and protection of level
crossings, while seeking to ensure that warning times for road users are
more consistent regardless of the speed of approaching trains.

Thê large number
of level crossing
in the Nethèrlands
poses a specific
challenge for Earus
¡mplementat¡on.

F¡g 1. simplest
layout of a
full-closure level
cross¡ng, show¡ng
the location of the
ETCS Marker Boards
that protect the
route through the
crossing.
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evel crossing safety is a key
priority for railways around

,the world. According to
. ..i international statistics, ievei

crossings remain one ofthe biggest con-
tributors of external risk to the safety
of rarlway operations. So it is not sur-
prising that in recent years many rail-
ways have sought to eliminate as many
crossings as possible, either by building
replacement bridges or by closing the
right ofway.

Where this has not been possible,
four quadrant barriers have become
more common, often allied to the intro-
duction of obstacie detection systems.

Technical improvements include the
use of aluminium or glass fibre barriers,
LtrD'traffic light'heads for road signals
and electronic acoustic devices such as

bells and warblers.

* A past President of the lnstitution of Railway 5ignal Engineers,

Wi¡r {-.¡-:r:¡¡¡;:.:¿l is Senior Signal Engineer ât Movâres Nederland.

i'.ì¡:,:¡ ir¡ '.iiriiirçì.:ljll{ìi-11 is Ënrnts System Expert at ProRail and a
mernber of the Dutch Ënlurs implementat¡on project team.
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closure times is reduced, impatient road

users are less inclined to ignore, or sla-

lom around, the barriers.

While constant warning times maY

be the ideal, the trTCS level crossing

activation principles could perhaps be

better described as 'Predictable & Har-
monised \MarningTime and Minimised
Waiting Time'. Although the Danish

and Dutch approaches to level crossing

activation using ECTS Level 2 Base-

line 3 do not result in constant warning

times, they do aim to reduce the amount

of variation. However, our studies sug-

gest that this may actually increase the

average closure time.
In the societal cost-benefit analysis

that informed the choice of Enrus
roll-out scenarios for the Netherlands,

limiting road traffic delays appeared to

be oneãfthe biggest potential benefits.

Local variations
Level crossings in EuroPe are not

covered by the interoperability direc-

tives, and are usually subject to nationâl

road and rail legislation. So the'look
and feell for road users can vary from
country
with the

to country as can the interface

signalling.
In some countries, a crossing will a1-

ways be interlocked with a signal, which

indicates to the train driver when the

crossmg 1s þrotected'. Denmark foliows

this convention, but with the special con-

dition that road traffic has priority and the

default state ofthe crossing is open.

The Netherlands, on the other hand,

follows North American practice, with
level crossings considered to be frrlly

autonomous fail-safe sYstems. In this

arrangement, the signalling system only

checks that the activation iogic has not

been disabled, for example by reversing

the running direction on a bidirectional

line. If all is normal, the crossing is acti-

vated when the strike-in point is passed

by a,traiîand no further checks Lre ap-

plied to make sure the crossing is work-

ing properly.
Other countries, including the UK,

foliow a mix of these rwo approaches,

where some crossings are interlocked

with the signalling and others are fülly
autonomous.

Constant Warning Time crossing

control systems âre not new, being de-

rived from the track-circuit based'grade

crossing predictors'
USA. They are used

developed in the
predominantly on :

non-electrified lines, but attemPts to ;

use ,adapted versions in EuroPe have

not been very successfi:l. Some use axle

counter technology with counter heads

that can sense the passing axle speeds

as well as the direction oftravel. Studies

in the Netherlands confirmed that the

CWT princiPle was viable,

not pursued' because covering all ofthe i terlocking to the Optimisation of crossing warning
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conceivable scenarios was judged to add

too much complexity.

Activation princiPles
In the Danish Signalling Project, the

transmission-based activation system

aims to minimise delaYs bY optimising
of warningthe timing of the activation

signals and barriers and efficient de-

activation after the train has passed.

operates the barriers, lights and acoustic

warning devices.The level crossing con-

troller then reports its status back to the

Crossing
seen by

activated, starting to
to road traffic, when

interlocking using the fixed transmis-

sion network.

Traffic nlat:agement
Under ETCS, every leve1 crossing is

protected bY a Marker Board located

up to30mon each side of the cross-

ing area (Fig 1). Each MB is an end or

start point for a route. Activation of the

initiated by the interlocking,
automatically

i through the crossing into its daily Pro-
i duction plan, with a margin for trans-

mission and processing

pre-configured margin
deiays and a

for each type

command

protected.
the train's On-BoardBased on thìs,

ment System in line with the constandY- closslng 1s

updated timetable, known as the Online and deactivation is done

Production Plan (RG 12.10 p37). âs the train clears the crossing track sec-

The Banedanmark sPecifications don, unless inhibited by the TMS.

stipulate that a level crossing shall be For each timetabled train, the TMS
sets a booked time for calling the route

operation is initiated
the nationai Tiafic

and over-
Manage-

close the crossing

a route is locked

across the crossing, at a time where the

approaching train is in such a position

that it can receive the 'crossing protect-

or On-Sight movement authoritY.

In line with Danish traffic legislation,

the level crossing must default to the

ed' status indication without having to
sec before

of crossing. When the intended train

brake, but not earlier than 15 approaches and all routes âre set uP to

the train reaches the þre-indication' MB2, theTMS issues a route

point associated with the End of Au- to the interlocking for MB2 - MB3

thority (for at least 99%o of activations). When the route is cleared and iocked,

This should apply under normal operat- the RBC will extend the Movement

irg conditions,whether the train is run- Authority to at least MB3 and send this

ning under an ETCS Full Supervision r to the train, including the status infor-

mation that the levei crossing is not yet

'deactivated' and hot Protected' status' Unit will statt to supervise the train

Crossings may be kePt closed to facili- speed using the beginning of the level

tate trâins Passing each other, but there crossing as the Supervised Location,

is a maximum restriction time, afrcr l rafher than the End of Authority sup-

which the crossing should be opened to plied with the MA.When the train aP-

road traffic. Crossings must also provide proaches its calculated pre-indication

a minimum open time for road users' point, the OBU sends â request to the

HoweveE â controi centre operator can RBC that the level crossing be protect-

override the closure and opening com- ed in time for it to receive

mands as necessary. status before it has to start

In Enrvrs terms, level crossings are 'stop at MB2 The MA request is for-

treated as intelligent Interlocking Field warded to the TMS, which checks the

Equipment. Activation and de-activa- route sãtus and requests the interlock-

but it was ì tion commands are issued by the in-
local controller, which

ing to activate the crossing.

an updated
braking to

Fig 2. Elementary
timing for the
passage of a train
through a level
crossing.
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Fig 3. A braking
curve will be
indicated on the
DMI if a train passès
the pre-indication
point and the level
crossinq has not yet
been protected.

F¡g 4. Comparison
of the antic¡pated
crossing closure
times in the ETCS

approaches for
Denmark and the
Netherlands.

involving many subsystems. As such it actual speed and accelefation. Suppliers

is likely to be susceptible to timing vari- , bldding for the cont¡acts will have to

ations or disturbances. At the moment, , detail their proposed implementation

the system is in the very eârly stage of method' but the aim is to achieve a

testing and it remains to be seen how , speed-dependent activation which can

robusf itwillpfoveinpfactice. i be continuously optimised for actual

Secondly, the methodology requires i train speed and acceieration.

all trains io be entered in the online , Th. process begins by calculating the

production plan with the correct data. earliest possible arrival time of a train

îrains opeiating in degraded mode based on its current location, speed and

that havo no movement âuthofify wili r potential acceleration. The system then

have to stop before reaching the cross- ' calculates the optimum activation time

ing and then proceed under the driver's for the level crossing using the required

responsibility. announcement time' with the Process
, being repeated for each subsequent po-

'.1.':::lì.:i':::::,:',:':¡¡.,!::ì:.'.'l::::; : sition report. In each cycle, the activa-

Such an interlocked process wouid . tion time is set to aliow the earliest pos-

cause significant problems in the Neth- ' sible arival. If a train could reach the

erlands,where level crossing activation is crossing too soon, the system delays the

typically designed to provide a minimum : issuing of the movement authoriry
wãrning and closure time for motorists This process relies on the confidence

ofjust25sec.Inmostcasesthisimpliesa : interval'maximum safe front end'in-
rttik -i., point much closer to the cross- cluded in a train's position report. The

ing than the braking distance.Toda¡ the I. timestamP of the position report and a

barriers need to be closed at least 4 sec safe synchronisation oftrain and track-

before the train reaches the crossing, ' side/RBC times are used to eliminate

whereas in the Danish application the , theimpactoftransmissiondelays.
barrie¡s must be ciosed and proven be- Using the actual train information,
fore the train reaches the pre-indication including maximum allowed speed' ac-

point. Adopting this approach would in- : tual speed and train position, minimises

ãrease clorrrre times significantly. . deviations in the level crossing closing

Dutch level crossing control relies on , timer helping to achieve the constant

the inherent fail-safe nature ofthe pro- warning time objective. The reduction

tection equipment, combined with the in closing time would be most notice-

fact that rail has priority ove¡ road. It is able in situations where train speed is

assumed that a crossing which is acti- below the line speed, such as a freight
vated will aiways lower its barriers and train, or when a train is departing from
present the visible and audible warnings a stâtion.

to road users. Strike-in is at nominal . The use of ETCS train position in-

required for other qpes of crossings times following the introduction of ' T!ìc ¿uttrors..i,o!r(j ttile to th.trk Ärstorìr

' suðh u, half-barrier or warning lights, Ðntus, we envisage a Strattegy of 'con- lo'| I Lr¡ìrr\5 ¡ :r ic rr(É rs tiastripiiorr cí f ire

so the road closure rime fo, ,,lch .iorr- , trolled deferral', where crossing activz'- :;:;ljÏl',l'.ï li'ìi]ì,li.ì:i]1 "' sr¡T'rc r¡í rhe

:ingscouldbelongerthannecessary.Thisitionisbasedonatraidspositionreports,

and closure times is ensured by the

TMS determining when to request

activation, based on the crossing char- ,

acteristics and the difference between '

Actual Tìain Speed and Warning Ceil- ,

ing Speed ât the time the OBU issues I

the MA request.

When the interlocking receives the '

activation request from the TMS, it '

sends the protection command to the

level crossing controller, which then
activates the barriers, road signals and

acoustic warning devices. After the '

ievel crossing is 'fu1ly protected', v/ith
the barriers detected in the lowered

position and road signals activated, this '

information is transmitted by the level .

crossing controller to the interlockinS, :

which informs the RBC. At thìs point
the RBC can update the status infor-
mation ìn the MA.

In order for the train to receive the :

updated MA before reaching the pre- ' warning time (plus margins) at maxi- ; formation reduces the requirement for

, indication point, the margin in the MA mum line speed, considering the 'worst ' additional trackside train detection

request hai to b" equal to, or greater case fastest trairÌ. This approach gives equipment to âctivate and protect the

, thán, the delays in message transmis- short ciosure and warning times, but it level crossing. It also eliminates the risk
: sion (Fig 2) . is subj ect to variations due to individual : of late crossing activation due to detec-

, tL. -ini-rr- closure time for a . train performance. : tion problems such as loss-of-shunt.

' full-barrier crossing is ionger than that To counter any increase in closure r

can be mitigated by configuring a type-
' specific delay in issuing the activâtion :

, command within the TMS.
' If 

^ 
train reaches its pre-indication ,

point before receìving the'level cross-

ing protected'status indication, an au-

dìble warning is issued by the Driver
' Machine Interface, and the brake curve
, supervisionwillbe initiated as indicated

on the DMT (Fig 3).
Obviously there are many variations

, to this simple algorithm, for instance

where level crossings have t\,vo or more

tracks, are located in or near station areas,

or are connected to road traffic lights to
: pr",r.rrt queuing over the crossing area. 

:

However, two important issues are

, evident. Firstl¡ for even in the simplest :

. variant, the process is quite complex,

Difference in announcement time
Difference in tra¡n location when barr¡ers closed
. Denmark: (prelindicat¡on + time to revoke PB8
. Netherlands: remaining evacuation time >4 sec

Difference NL-DK Barriers
closedfor a passenger train approx. 2100m + P88 revoke)

Þ>4 sec

T¡me to
cross¡ng

revoke level
Pre-indicationrestriction


